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advanced nanotechnology, presenting
exquisite arrangements with atomic or
molecular level precision.[2]
More recently, well-defined surfaces have
been employed as platforms for the fabrication of molecular nanostructures and
networks.[3] For example, high-resolution
patterning is at the basis of a variety of
modern technologies. The rate of advancement of modern semiconductor and data
storage devices is closely linked to the
ability to create scaled high-resolution patterns on substrates of materials. Therefore,
surface patterning is an important issue
not only for fundamental research in nanoscale science, but also for several aspects of
material science and new functional materials applications, such as the fabrication
of light-emitting devices, semiconductor
microelectronics, the generation of masks
and templates, or the production of optical components.
Upon the two-dimensional (2D) confinement on a conducting substrate, the realized systems are amenable to direct
observations using scanning probe techniques and in-depth
scrutiny by powerful space-averaging surface science tools.[4]
However, this new situation also requires the exploration of the
underlying design principles that provide a unqiue playground
for the bottom-up design of matter.[5–7] Herein, we present
a review summarizing work with a simple class of aromatic
molecules—di-carbonitrile polyphenyls—and their architectures formed at metal surfaces under vacuum conditions. The
molecular building blocks have been synthesized with different
length and symmetry to extract systematic trends. Firstly, we

This Feature Article reports on the controlled formation and structure–
functionality aspects of vacuum-deposited self-assembled organic and
metal-organic networks at metal surfaces using ditopic linear and nonlinear
molecular bricks, namely di-carbonitrile polyphenyls. Surface confined
supramolecular organization of linear aromatic molecules leads to a fascinating variety of open networks. Moreover, cobalt-directed assembly of
the same linear linkers reveals highly regular, open honeycomb networks
with tunable pore sizes representing versatile templates for the organization of molecular guests or metal clusters and the control of supramolecular
dynamers. In addition, the 2D nanopore organic networks act as arrays of
quantum corrals exhibiting confinement of the surface-electronic states of the
metallic substrate. A reduction of the linker symmetry leads to the formation
of disordered, glassy coordination networks, which represent a structural
model for amorphous materials.

1. Introduction
Supramolecular science and molecular self-assembly are of
paramount importance for the development of novel functional
materials with molecular-level feature control. There has been
tremendous progress in the engineering of highly organised
molecular architectures in three dimensions, where noncovalent interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding, metal coordination,
van der Waals forces, π–π interactions, and/or electrostatic
interaction) mediate the expression of structural motifs and
stabilise either discrete supramolecules or extended networks.[1]
In particular, supramolecular chemistry has become an important method in bulk media. Ordered self-assembled materials
have shown enormous potential in a wide variety of fields of
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1.1. Surface-Confined Self-Assembly
The self-assembly of atoms and/or molecules on atomically welldefined surfaces under the ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) condition
has demonstrated in recent years its high potential for the production of functional systems with nanometer dimensions.[8] The
straightforward self-assembly protocol represents the bottom-up
approach creating surface patterns and devices on substrates in a
controlled periodic and massively parallel manner.[3,9] It is based
on the 2D near-surface assembly of organic ligand systems[10]
and/or their coordination by metal-ions.[11–13] Here, surfaceassisted self-assembly will be exemplified by following two distinct strategies: i) the formation of supramolecular layers of pure
organic molecules by weak bonding schemes and (ii) the metaldirected organization of the same ligands by the formation of
coordinative bonds (Scheme 1).
The formation of purely organic supramolecular patterns
on metal substrates depends on both, the interactions within
the molecular adlayer as well as on the nature of the molecule–
substrate interaction.[14] Hydrogen bonding and dipole–dipole
interactions arising from functional groups play an important
role in the process. Using molecular self-assembly the desired
structure can be programmed by the nature and position of the
functional groups in the instructed molecules. Thus, a series of
porous molecular networks has been developed consisting of 2D
supramolecular structures, using a binary mixture of hydrogenbonding complementary components.[5,15,16] Although the use

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the described bottom-up structuring approaches: surface-confined supramolecular organic arrays (left)
and metal-directed assembly of coordination networks (right).
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survey the organisation of purely organic layers, where structures with unexpected complexity occur. Secondly, we assess
metallosupramolecular nanostructuring in 2D, exploiting coordination interactions between metal atoms and the carbonitrile
ligands. Thereby, we encountered unusual coordination motifs
that lead to either regular open honeycomb or disordered networks depending on the linker symmetry. Thirdly, we provide
examples where the realized supramolecular layer structures
yield new functional properties. They qualify for instance as
templates for the organisation of metal clusters, for the confinement of electrons or molecular guests in nanopores, and for
the control of supramolecular dynamics.
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of weak interactions has evident disadvantages, it frequently
provides excellent long-range ordering. A binary mixture of
melamine and perylene tetracarboxilic diimide has lead so far to
an extended hexagonal network.[5] Moreover, a supramolecular
structure exhibiting a similar topography was observed in case
of anthraquinone molecules as well.[17]
Conceptually, the network stability can be increased by incorporating metal atoms forming strong metal-organic coordination bonds. Hence, a variety of regular 2D metal-ion arrays was
so generated just by controlling the codeposition parameters
for organic dicarboxylic acid derivatives or pyridyl-containing
ligands and iron atoms on Cu (100), Ag (111) and Ag (100) surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)-conditions.[11,13,18] In this
way, metallo-supramolecular engineering allowed generation
of nearly identical hexagonal networks that were tailored under
maintenance of their specific shape, periodicity and symmetry.
Thus, our approach combines a straightforward, massively
parallel fabrication with an exquisite control over the supramolecular organization parameters (e.g., shape, periodicity, composition, and mesoscale organization) of the nanoscale surface
structures formed. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
allows us to probe the composition, structure, and orientation
of molecules at surfaces at the atomic scale. Complementary
to this local probe technique the space-averaging method nearedge X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS)
provides the advantages of element specific information on
molecular conformation.[19]
1.2. Materials: Polyphenyls
The potential advantage of the organic self-assembly bottom-up
approach over the conventional, solid state top-down fabrication
includes lower processing cost and low-temperature processing
with novel implementation environments, e.g., plastic substrates, which may allow a patterning at the atomic scale with
atomic resolutions of mechanically rugged and flexible systems. Most of the used compounds are classified as conjugated
polyaromatic molecules and belong to p-type semiconductor
materials with outstanding optical and electronic properties,

such as photoluminescence with emission colors from the near
infrared[20] to the ultraviolet[21] spectral range (Scheme 2). The
electronic transport through the moleculs is of a great importance, e.g., for electroluminescence, and depends crucially on
their mutual spatial arrangement. Organic semiconductor
properties are essentially found for two different classes of molecules: conjugated polymers and small-molecule polyaromatic
materials. In contrast with conjugated polymers, organic materials based on small molecules often spontaneously arrange into
polycrystalline films with charge carrier mobilities compatible
at cryogenic temperature with inorganic semiconductor crystals,[22] e.g., sexithiophene, perylenetetracarboxylic-dianhydride,
metal-phthalocyanines.[23–26] Oligo(p-phenyl)s (OPPs) are under
searchlight after the first light-emitting device based on sexiphenyl could be realized.[28] These devices emit light in the
entire visible range and even provide polarized light under the
appropriate conditions. Moreover, this class of molecules has
been proven to act as useful rigid-rod cores for liquid-crystalline
materials[29] and as amphiphilic materials for biological applications.[30] Conceptually, organic compounds provide many advantages compared to inorganic materials, in particular the ability
of fine-tuning the properties of the material through functional
group manipulation. Genuine oligophenyls are insoluble, thus
difficult to deposit in the form of thin films. The introduction of
long alkyl side chains in the OPP can improve the solubility[31]
in a variety of organic solvents, and thin films can be readily
prepared. On the other hand chemical tuning enables fine
modification of the optical properties, e.g., polyphenyls with
phenolic OH groups, polyPh(m)OH, exhibit significant solvatochromism.[32] Thus, supramolecular chemistry links organic
chemistry to material science and presents one of the fastest
growing areas of chemistry research.

2. Supramolecular Engineering
The creation of molecular materials that have desired electrical conductance and magnetic properties demands the precise mutual arrangement of the individual molecules. Such

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of great importance of organic p-type semiconductors for technological application. Adapted with
permission.[27]
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2.1. Submonolayer Coverage
A systematic study on the engineering of a series of regular
organic networks with increasing complexity upon extending
the length of the employed linear molecular bricks on Ag(111)
was reported.[33,34] Linear dicarbonitrile-polyphenyl molecular
rods, NC-Phn-CN, whereby n = 3, 4, 5, 6, were investigated. The
lengths vary from 1.7 to 2.9 nm (Figure 1) in 0.4 nm steps within
the number of phenyl groups incorporated. To design these
building blocks authors have developed a new synthesis based on
Suzuki coupling scheme of corresponding bis-iodo-polyphenyls
with 2 equivalents of 4-cyano-phenyl-[33] or 4’-cyano-biphenyl[34]
boronic acids in the presence of catalytic amount of Pd(0).
The molecules were deposited onto a clean Ag(111) surface
kept at 300 K from a quartz crucible in an organic molecular
beam epitaxy source (OMBE). For imaging the samples were
cooled down to 10 K. All STM images presented have been
taken at 10 K, except where noted differently. The molecularlevel STM data reproduced in Figure 1 show a series of 2D
supramolecular networks formed upon the deposition of the
molecular building blocks on atomically flat and clean Ag(111)
terraces. Single rodlike protrusions in STM topographs correspond to individual molecules.
Depending on the length of the employed molecules a
varying degree of network complexity becomes apparent. The

smallest species (NC-Ph3-CN) forms a densely packed chevron
pattern (Figure 1a) with molecules lying only along two different
crystallographic directions within a given domain. The situation
becomes more complicated in the case of the organic networks
formed by NC-Ph4-CN molecules. The longer aromatic molecular backbone triggers a spreading into an open geometry comprising chiral rhombic cavities (Figure 1b). It was found that in
both cases all N-atoms lie on identical sites on the subjacent
Ag(111) lattice. In these arrangements, both networks are commensurate with the underlying surface, and in both patterns, half
of the molecules lie along the [1 –1 0] direction, while the other
half lie along [7 –3 –4] and [3 5 –8] for NC-Ph3-CN and NC-Ph4CN, respectively. Unsubstituted quaterphenyl and sexiphenyl
molecules with a weak intermolecular interaction in the submonolayer coverage also self-assemble along this high-symmetry
axis on Au (111) and Ag(111) surfaces, respectively.[35]
When comparing the assemblies formed by quinquephenyl
and sexiphenyl building blocks (NC-Ph5-CN, NC-Ph6-CN) an
even more complex nanoporous chiral kagomé lattice evolves
(Figure 1c,d). Moreover, sexiphenyl-dicarbonitrile patterned the
Ag(111) surface with different types of nanoporous networks
(Figure 1d) coexisting simultaneously over square-micrometer
wide areas and separated only by step edges.[34] The ends of
four molecules join together forming nodal bonding motifs
similar for all nanoporous networks, although not equal, in
contrast to the densely packed chevron pattern, where nodes
cannot be defined. In spite of the nodes similarity, the molecular end groups in the quinquephenyl kagomé networks come
much closer than in the nodal structure of simpler lattices such
as the rhombic quaterphenyl case or the rectangular phases
formed by sexiphenyl derivative. Consequently, a flat bonding
of the terminal benzonitrile groups can be excluded; rather they
exhibit a significant rotation (about 20°) around the long molecular axis. In contrast, NC-Ph3-CN molecules in the densely
packed chevron pattern adopt a flat alignment of the terminal
benzonitrile groups on the surface.[33] A detailed discussion
of the epitaxy of different networks formed by NC-Ph6-CN on
Ag(111) was recently described.[34] The data evidence that in the
rectangular phase molecules are aligned in the crystallographic
〈–1 1 0〉 and 〈–1 –1 2〉 directions. With a different tip state with
good lateral resolution for intramolecular features, the molecules oriented in the two directions are imaged differently.[34]
Whereas the molecules in the [–1 1 0] direction appear with a
zigzag contour, the ones in the [–1 –1 2] direction show a shape
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controlled arrays can be achieved by self-assembly of carefully
designed functional molecular building blocks. Even weak
but selective noncovalent linkages can program the formation
of highly organized systems with molecular-level feature control. Adsorption, mobility, and intra- or intermolecular interactions, all of which depend on the substrate crystalline lattice,
chemical nature, and symmetry, are key parameters that govern
the formation of molecular architectures. The subtle balance
between molecule–molecule and molecule–surface interactions
is at the origin of the formation of supramolecular order. The
noncovalent design of molecular nanoarchitectures on solid
surfaces requires the joined exploration of concepts from
both coordination chemistry and mastering the principles of
molecular architectonic on well-defined substrates, whereby
sophisticated atomic-resolution tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy techniques open up intriguing novel avenues for
nanostructured materials design.

Figure 1. Steering network complexity with the extension of the molecules self-assembled on the Ag(111) surface. a) Densely packed chevron layer
formed by the NC-Ph3-CN species. b) NC-Ph4-CN molecules assemble in an open rhombic network. c) Kagomé lattice formed by NC-Ph5-CN molecules,
comprising four-fold nodes and quasi-hexagonal and trigonal cavities. d) The scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) topography of NC-Ph6-CN molecules shows the coexistence of different regular networks. Structure models of molecular building blocks are depicted above the STM images. Their
respective lengths are 1.66, 2.09, 2.53 and 2.96 nm (light blue, C; dark blue, N; gray, H). Adapted with permission.[33,34] Copyright 2008, American
Chemical Society and 2009, American Chemical Society, respectively.
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quenching is a chiroselective process. The
trans-conformation is revealed to be more
favorable here.
At higher coverage close-packed islands are
built by the dicarbonitrile linkers occuring in
their trans-conformation (Figure 2c). These
islands appear in a total of six domains
formed by two enantiopure variants for each
of the three high-symmetry directions of the
crystal.
Figure 2. STM overview of a molecular island with a molecular model of mNC-Ph3-mCN moleIn all cases the supramolecular organizacule (light blue, C; dark blue, N; gray, H). a) The cis-(top), L- and mirror-symmetric D-trans
(bottom) arrangements. b) High-resolution STM image of linker molecules assembled in tion is stabilized by attractive and directional,
linear structures. Scale bar 14 nm (left). The magnified views demonstrate the chirality of noncovalent interactions of molecules with
the nanochains (middle and lower inset ) and the transition to 2D island formation (upper the next neighbors via the carbonitrile end
inset). c) High-resolution STM images of a densely packed highly ordered molecular island on groups developing two non-covalent bonds
the Ag(111) substrate composed of L-trans molecules (top) and D-trans molecules (bottom). with next-neighbor phenyl moieties. The
Adapted with permission.[36]
ordering within the expressed supramolecular arrays reflects a substrate templating
symmetric to their long molecular axis. A similar zigzag coneffect, steric constraints and the operation of weak lateral
tour has been reported for sexiphenyl on Ag(111).[35] There, the
interactions mainly originating from the carbonitrile endauthors showed that the edge of a phenyl ring appears bright
groups. These results indicate that the 2D layer formation of
if the center of the corresponding off-axis C–C bond is located
these molecules reflects a special 2D chirality scenario that has
on top of a silver surface atom; if the center of a C–C bond is
not been described so far. It is, thus, masterly demonstrated
positioned over a bridge site, the corresponding phenyl ring
that unique bonding motifs and supramolecular surface patedge appears darker. The similar alignment of sexiphenyl and
terns can be achieved with adsorbed simple molecular units;
NC-Ph6-CN in 〈–1 1 0〉 implies that the aromatic backbone plays
i.e., surface-confined self-assembly protocols using tailored
an important role for the epitaxy.
adaptive molecular species open the way to engineer complex
All nodal motifs, and thus the networks based on them,
hierarchic nanoarchitectures, which set the base for further
exhibited chirality, originating from the supramolecular organifunctionalization.
zation of achiral molecules NC-Phn-CN (n = 4–6) on an achiral
surface. The chirality is introduced by the polar nature of CN
2.2. Saturated Monolayer Coverage
endgroups, preventing a straight orientation toward the node
center.[33,34] The molecules have an equal probability to assemble
Properties of organic (opto)electronic devices depend strongly
into the one or other enantiomorphic arrangement as found in
on the degree of ordering in the active layer.[8] Therefore, govsegregated enantiomorphic domains.
erning
the order in organic films may allow to steer the properThe highly symmetric ditopic linkers discussed so far display a
ties of the resulting applications. Thus, the conformation and
unique number of bonding motifs within the formed structures
orientation properties of dicarbonitrile-oligophenyl molecules
leading to extended, regular supramolecular arrangements.
(NC-Ph6-CN, Figure 1) were studied in thin films of varying
In contrast, the bent, nonlinear linkers are prochiral and
thickness grown on the Ag (111) surface (Figure 3). In contrast
thus can display a multiplicity of distinct network elements due
with submonolayer coverages discussed above, approaching
to the symmetry-breaking effect of the surface. Using a nonlinear linker featuring an increased conformational phase space
due to the positioning of the CN moieties at meta positions
(mNC-Ph3-mCN) (Figure 2a) the supramolecular organization
and layer formation of the prochiral molecule absorbed on the
Ag(111) surface was investigated.[36]
Following room temperature deposition, molecules adopt
a nearly flat adsorption geometry. Moreover, the generation
of two-dimensional confinement projects the large conformational space of the molecular library into three stereoisomers,
namely two mirror-symmetric trans- and one cis-species. At
room temperature and for submonolayer coverages on both,
the Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces, isolated molecules exhibit
a high diffusivity and conformational freedom. Therefore, the
Figure 3. Comparison between ordering in thin films of NC-Ph6-CN sammolecular surface fluid consists of equal proportions of cis- and
ples with different coverage. a) Densely packed phase at a saturated monoltrans-species. Upon cooling down to 6 K extended supramoayer (1 ML coverage). b) STM image of a sample with 1.5 monolayers.
lecular ribbons have evolved (Figure 2b) showing enantiormorMolecules in the first layer appear as sticklike protrusions, while for molephic characteristics of the molecular packing schemes. Thus,
cules in the second layer a zigzag-structure can be identified. Adapted
the self-assembly process during condensation upon thermal
with permission.[34] Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
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monolayer saturation, a single dense-packed
phase forms exhibiting a well-defined
ordering with all molecules in a parallel
alignment (Figure 3a).
When even more molecules are added,
they do not edge into the dense-packed
molecular monolayer as in the case of sexiphenyl molecules,[37] but form a second
layer on top. A sample with approximately
1.5 monolayers (MLs) of NC-Ph6-CN mole- Figure 4. STM topographic data of the metal-organic nanomesh formed by Co-directed
assembly of a) NC-Ph3-CN, b) NC-Ph4-CN, c) NC-Ph5-CN, and d) NC-Ph6-CN, respectively.
cules (Figure 3b) demonstrates different
Adapted with permission.[43,44] Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society and 2009, American
appearance depending on the layer. Mole- Chemical Society, respectively.
cules in the first layer appear as sticklike features similar to the appearance in Figure 3a.
The molecules in the second layer are characterized by distinct
elegant way the fabrication of surface-supported highly regular
intra-molecular features producing a zigzag line of bright strucmetal-organic nanomeshes covering terraces over μm2 large
tures with a face-on fashion of molecular orientation for all
areas as single domains was recently demonstrated exploiting
molecules. An evaluation of STM images for a large number of
the high directionality of organometallic coordination of the
different approaches suggests, that a third layer was not present
carbonitrile groups (CN)[41] in ditopic linear polyphenyl linkers.
on that sample. Since the interaction between the first and the
second layer of physisorbed molecules are nearly the same, the
3.1. Ditopic Linear Polyphenyl Linkers
data indicates a layer-by-layer growth (Franck van der Merwe
type). If Stranski–Krastanov growth took place, STM images
Subsequent exposure of the molecular films discussed above
with three or more layers of molecules should have been found
to a beam of Co atoms at room temperature leads to the
at least occasionally.
assembly of metal-organic networks. The STM data reproduced
The molecular conformation for the whole series of molecules
in Figure 4 demonstrates that cobalt centers with preadsorbed
was studied with NEXAFS for different coverage regimes.[38]
linker molecules of different lengths form a series of open
The spectroscopic data reveals that the molecular conformananomeshes with a tunable cavity size on the Ag(111) substrate.
tion is always characterized by a twist angle γ between adjacent
Independent on the number of backbone phenyl rings highly
phenyl rings with varying values between 20° to 50° depending
regular arrays comprising nanometer-sized honeycomb cavion the film thickness. For molecular coverage less than half a
ties are formed. The area of the enclosed hexagons increases
monolayer γ is typically around 20° to 30° and increases with
with the number of phenyl rings incorporated in the molecular
the coverage reaching approximately 50° for a full monolayer.
linkers’ backbone.[42–44] Accordingly, the cell size expands stepFor thin films with a thickness of several (up to 20) monowise from about 10 via 15, 20 up to 29 nm2 for n = 3, 4, 5, and
layers γ stays constant at the same value as for the monolayer
6, respectively.
case. Furthermore, the NEXAFS data indicate, that the average
The nanoporous honeycomb structure features an unusual
molecular plane, out of which adjacent phenyl rings are tilted
but robust threefold coordination of CN moieties to cobalt
up respectively down by γ/2, is oriented parallel to the substrate
centers in the ideal network with a metal-linker stoichiometry
for all cases. Thus, the lateral hydrogen bonds between moleof 2:3.[42–44] As shown for the para-sexiphenyl-dicarbonitrile
cules in the open porous networks lead to a planarization of the
linkers[44] an epitaxial fit (Figure 5a) between honeycomb and
phenyl rings compared to the parallel-aligned saturated monoatomic Ag(111) lattice promotes layers with excellent regularity.
layers without the lateral hydrogen bonds.
All nanomeshes comprise the same threefold coordination
The combined STM and NEXAFS[38] data lead to the folmotif with Co atoms positioned at the nodes. The Co centers
lowing conclusion: the well-defined first monolayers act as a
connect the molecules symmetrically resulting in an angle of
high-quality template forcing π-stacked growth of the following
120° between adjacent ligands.
layers. The addition of the NC group to oligophenyls avoids the
The threefold coordination of the Co centers in the dicarbonioligophenyl-typical herringbone structure[39] and thus improves
trile nanomeshes described above could be rationalized with the
the molecular ordering. This method may offer a novel way to
help of DFT calculations. For the modeling, the molecular linkers
increase the performance of future devices based on extended
were simplified as NC–Ph1–CN retaining the carbonitrile endoligophenyls.
groups that interact with the Co centers. In addition to that, the
molecules were confined in a plane in accordance with the STM
data, showing that the aromatic polyphenyl linkers are adligands.
3. Metal-Directed Assembly
Accordingly, an appreciable electronic hybridization between the
Co and Ag atoms occurs, as visualized in Figure 5b.
Chemists are proficient at directing the synthesis of small moleTo date, the obtained networks based on dicarbonitrile coorcules, but fine-tuning the structures of supramolecular netdination of Co centers employing the smooth Ag (111) substrate
works is far more taxing. In this respect, metallosupramolecular
are of the highest structural quality; they are stable at room temengineering gives access to a variety of grid structures based on
perature and extend over μm2 large areas as single domains.
the coordination of organic linkers with metal centers.[40] In an
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becomes larger and the specific binding
scheme more complex.[46] The formation of
robust, disordered coordination networks
that incorporate transition-metal centers and
nonlinear linkers with CN moieties at metapositions (mNC-Ph3-mCN) (Figure 2a) was
thoroughly explored.[47]
Irregular networks emerge after Codirected assembly of the linkers on Ag(111)
that consist of meandering strings interconnected by a variety of nodes. An STM overview image of the assembly designated as 2D,
glassy coordination networks is reproduced
Figure 5. The threefold Co-carbonitrile coordination motif addressed by STM and DFT cal- in Figure 6a. The networks are stable at room
culations. a) Left: STM image, showing atomically resolved Ag(111) surface lattice within the temperature and could be heated up to about
nanocavities of the Co-sexiphenyl-dicarbonitrile nanomesh. Right: a corresponding ball model 80 °C without decomposition. In contrast to
partly superimposed on the tunneling image. The ball model visualizes the perfect registry
the highly regular nanomeshes obtained with
between network and substrate. b) Plots of the induced charge density around the cobalt atom
[33,34] discussed
in threefold coordination of a model compound (NC-Ph1-CN) without (upper) and with (lower) ditopic linear linker analogues
above, the epitaxial fit does not have a decisive
the presence of an Ag4 cluster underneath the transition metal center. The image displays the
electron density redistribution around the Co atom due to the bond formation with the ligands role in the structural evolution and the netand the Ag4 cluster. Light blue color means charge depletion, and light gray charge accumula- works do not display mesoscale order. Howtion (0.002 e/Å3). Adapted with permission.[43,44] Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society ever, they are built up by a limited number
and 2007, American Chemical Society, respectively.
of distinct coordination motifs and present
coordination nodes that clearly show shortrange order. By means of a statistical analysis of the random
When deposition procedures are used under Co deficiency, starlike
coordination networks it was determined that the natural ratio
Co-linker motifs with a sixfold coordination of CN groups to a single
of the species present in the 2D surface gas is approximately
Co center were identified. Furthermore, by imposing space limitaconserved (≈60% cis and ≈20% for each trans species). The data
tions in the metal–organic network the formation of fully reticulated
clearly reveal the coexistence of nodal motifs with three- or
disordered networks with coordination numbers varying between
fourfold coordination of cobalt centers by carbonitrile ligands.
three and six were realized. Local deviations from the preferred
The encountered coordination nodes were separated into bifurthreefold coordination with characteristic defects were also found
cation motifs and chain motifs based on a scenario mediated
when kinetic limitations interfere in the nanomesh formation.[45]
by reversible metal–ligand interactions. The predominant
bifurcation motifs are of the fourfold cis-cis-Co-trans-trans and
3.2. Ditopic Nonlinear Polyphenyl Linkers
the threefold Co-trans-trans-trans node families (Figure 6b,c). The
existence of chain motifs is identified readily in Figure 6d. The
predominant chain-forming coordination nodes are of the famiAll metal–organic assembly units described so far rely on linear
lies cis-cis-Co-cis-cis and cis-cis-Co-cis (modeled in Figure 6e). The
highly symmetric ditopic linkers, thus only a small number
proportion of threefold-coordinated nodes in a given network
of bonding motifs within the formed structures was revealed.
is typically significantly higher than that of fourfold-coordiHowever, a more complex scenario stands when the nonlinear
nated nodes. Such observation is in agreement with density
prochiral linkers are considered. As the symmetry of the molefunctional theory calculations where an energetic preference
cule decreases, the number of conformation states accessible

Figure 6. STM overview of the glassy metal-organic coordination network. a) Random coordination string network on Ag(111) including coordination
motifs that underlie the random network with coexisting three- and fourfold coordination nodes. b) Magnified views showing the two dominant bifurcation motifs (cis-cis-Co-trans-trans, upper panel; Co-trans-trans-trans, lower panel) with their corresponding models (c). d) Magnified chain motifs with three
(cis-cis-Co-cis, upper panel) and fourfold (cis-cis-Co-cis-cis, lower panel) coordinated cobalt with their corresponding models (e). Light blue spheres: C;
dark blue spheres: N; white spheres: H; orange spheres: Co. Adapted with permission.[47] Copyright 2010, Nature Publishing Group.
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4. Functional Nanosystems
The controlled substrate composition and functionality is
of major interest of the many possible applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology.[48] Self-assembly can provide
well-organized structures with atomic or molecular level precision. Therefore, molecules are the favourite building blocks
to decorate, structure, and functionalise surfaces on the nanometer scale between 1 and 10 nm.[49]
Ordered organic and metal-organic networks on surfaces
demonstrate a great potential as templates for the ordered
absorption of organic molecules.[5,11] They can be employed
as (i) host cavities for guest molecules, (ii) a guide to steer
nucleation of metal atoms[50] by offering nucleation sites at
their rims[7,51] or nodes,[52] and (iii) templates for the control of
supramolecular dynamics. In addition, the room-temperature
stability is an important aspect in view of the potential applications of 2D coordination networks.

4.1. Templating and Steering Molecular Organization
The appreciable thermal stability and overall robustness[42–44] of
the metal-organic honeycomb nanomeshes verified by repeated
heating from 10 to 300 K makes them ideal templates for the
(selective) adsorption of guest atoms or/and molecules and
their templating on the surface. The open 2D coordination
network constructed from NC-Ph4-CN linkers was used to steer
the guest molecules trapped inside of the cavities (Figure 7a,b)
qualifying them as templates for the spatial organization of
nanoscale objects in well-defined environments.
Longer dicarbonitrile NC–Ph5–CN linkers confined in the
cavities formed by [(NC–Ph4–CN)3/2Co]n nanomeshes are
arranged in specific configurations (Figure 7a,b). By increasing

the tunnel current from 0.1 to 0.4 nA, the molecules can be
laterally displaced from one configuration to another.
In case of disordered coordination network (Figure 6a) molecular manipulation experiments[47] were carried out. By a lateral
STM tip movement across a chain-terminating molecule it was
demonstrated that the terminal molecule can flip during the
manipulation procedure without breaking the coordinative bond.
Moreover, the honeycomb nanomeshes qualify as templates to
steer the formation of metal nanostructures. Surprisingly, Fe and
Co atoms assemble in a similar manner forming the metal clusters exclusively on top of the metal-organic network (Figure 7c,d).
Furthermore, for Fe it was unambiguously revealed that the
ligands are the preferential nucleation sites of the networks for
temperatures in the range 90–120 K and the network nodes for
temperatures in the range 190–220 K.[53] Metallic nanostructures
have attracted interest since they exhibit magnetic[54] and catalytic properties[55] which often show a strong size dependence. In
this respect, size-controlled self-organized growth of metals on
template surfaces demonstrated is a promising route to create
ensembles of nanostructures with well-defined sizes and a high
degree of order over micrometer distances.
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for threefold coordination of cobalt centers by carbonitrile functional groups on noble metal surfaces has been found.[43]
This work undoubtedly lifted the veil of mystery of structural details of amorphous materials at the molecular level hindered by the lack of long-range order in the bulk. Moreover, it
presents a new route towards a distinct class of robust, adaptive
compounds and network topologies situated between so-called
metal–organic frameworks and covalent polymers.

4.2. Supramolecular Dynamics
The design, synthesis, and operation of multicomponent
molecular systems capable of performing specific, directional
mechanical movements on the surfaces constitute a fascinating challenge in the field of nanoscience.[56] Using a tailored nanoporous open 2D coordination network constructed
from NC-Ph6-CN linkers as a template, it is possible to develop
a hierarchic organization to generate collective motion and
assembly (Figure 8a), which can be directly monitored at the
single-molecule level.[57]
Excess of the linker molecules are captured in the network
cavities at about 145 K due to the energy barrier to migrate
across the network rims. Moreover, the confined molecules
are free to arrange within the pore in energetically favourable
configurations and the confined monomers are always attached
to the network rim in a specific geometry, reflecting a surface templating effect and weak attractions between phenyl
hydrogen and CN endgroups. We observed self-assembly of the
free linkers into trimeric arrangement with a threefold nodal
bonding motif at the center. Furthermore, STM images

Figure 7. Nanocavities for the host-guest confinement and steering of the self-organized growth of metal nanoclusters. a,b) A template formed
by NC-Ph4-CN linkers is used to host two NC-Ph5-CN guest molecules. c,d) Constant current STM image of the Co and Fe decorated (NC-Ph5CN)3Co2 network respectively. Adapted with permission.[43,53] Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society and 2008, American Institute of Physics,
respectively.
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self-assembled nanoporous architectures by
exploiting massively parallel fabrication concepts to control dynamic phenomena of caged
species at the supramolecular level.
4.3. Electron Confinement: Quantum Corrals
Confinement at the nanometer scale can
reveal the quantum properties of surface
Figure 8. Rotational motion of the caged supramolecular dynamer. a,b) 60° orientational state electrons and may eventually lead to
switching between a stable δ1 and δ2 configuration with conservation of the chirality signature;
corresponding changes of the electronic
images recorded with a time lap of 204 s (VB = 1.0 V, IT = 0.05 nA, TSample = 64.4 K). c) Orientation switching event while recording the topography at the position indicated with an arrow; the properties of the surface. The concept of confinement of electronic surface states applies
molecular units are exclusively imaged with positions reflecting preferred configurations (VB =
down to very small, nanoscopic structures[58]
−1.0 V, IT = 0.05 nA, TSample = 64.8 K). Adapted with permission.[57] Copyright 2010, National
Academy of Sciences.
playing a crucial role in the properties, function, and performance of advanced materials
and in nanometer-scale technologies. The STM has provided
evidence that there are two mirror-symmetric configurations of the
new opportunities for investigating these states and their intersupramolecular trimer reflecting an organizational chirality.[57]
actions with adsorbates enabling direct imaging in real space.[58]
The response of caged trimers to thermal excitations was
So far, the confinement of surface–state electrons has been
probed by systematic STM measurements with increasing temdemonstrated on single absorbed atoms[51] or rather simple selfperatures. The thermal rotary motions of the guest unit are visuassembled molecular structures.[12] But it was shown recently,
alized by the data series in Figure 8a–c concentrating on a single
that complex supramolecular engineering can be used in the
caged δ-rotator. An orientational switching event occurred in the
design of surface state quantum confinement.[14,59]
time interval between the recording of the images (a) and (b) and
The open kagomé superlattice (Figure 9a, top) created by
concerned the entire supramolecular unit. The possible pathway
the self-assembly of CN-Ph6-NC molecules on the Ag(111)
of disassembly, fast hopping of single molecules and subsequent
tessellate the surface into pores with different size and symreassembly into the trimeric unit can be excluded by the consermetry. The presence of the organic network is periodically
vation of the chirality signature through a large number of rotamodulating the local density of states and thus creating quasitional motion events. As a consequence, the supramolecular guest
hexagonal and triangular-terminated areas with a distinct
must rotate as a concerted unit. At higher temperatures, moreelectronic structure in each type of pore. Thus, the network
over, a constitutional dynamic of the caged supramolecular entiacts as a dichotomous array of quantum corrals (Figure 9b,
ties occurs. The bottom-up construction of caged supramolecular
bottom). An inspection of the differential conductance
dynamers reveals the remarkable potential of surface-confined

Figure 9. The confinement of surface-state electrons by a complex supramolecular network. a) High-resolution image of the kagomé structure with
superimposed ball-and-stick models of the molecules (top) and constant-current dI/dV map (rainbow color coded) simultaneously taken while scanning the topography (bottom). b) Experimental maps (acquired by a set of open feedback loop spectra) of the kagomé network induced standing wave
patterns for different bias. c) Calculated LDOS distributions. Adapted with permission.[59] Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, a comprehensive overview of our recent
progress towards systematic supramolecular design using
dicarbonitrile-oligophenyl building blocks on well-defined,
smooth metal surfaces has been presented. By employing
purely organic layers, a flat adsorption geometry prevails,
in marked contrast to unfunctionalised oligophenyls. The
balance between epitaxial fit on the substrate atomic lattice
and lateral interactions leads to a fascinating variety of open
networks. Among them, a novel chiral kagomé topology is
obtained, giving rise to a dichotomous electronic confinement.
By cobalt-directed assembly of linear linkers we engineered
highly regular open honeycomb lattices with an unusual
threefold coordination of the metal centers using nitrile moieties. These networks are tunable with pore sizes spanning
the 10–29 nm2 range and represent versatile templates for
the organization of molecular guests or metal clusters, tunable electron confinement, and the control of supramolecular
dynamers. Moreover, a reduction of the linker symmetry is
sufficient to trigger a qualitative change from convergent to
divergent assembly and entails the formation of disordered,
glassy coordination networks. It is suggested that the insight
gained with these systems contributes to a rationale for the
bottom-up fabrication of surface-confined supramolecular
nanostructures and layers with prospects for further novel
physicochemical properties.
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maps at bias voltages (VB) from 0 till 500 mV from a set of
84 × 84 open feedback loop spectra reveals that at VB = 0, a
bright domelike structure dominates in the center of the hexagonal pore, while underneath the molecules the electronic
density is strongly reduced (Figure 9b, top). Upon increase
VB to 125 mV, the intensity distribution in the quasi-hexagon
exhibits a minimum in the center, whereas the triangular
pores exhibit even brighter intensity than the large pores
(Figure 9a, bottom). Besides that, using a scalar version of
the electromagnetic boundary element method (BEM), the
energy-dependent local density of states, LDOS(E), has been
calculated. The simulated standing electron wave patterns
(Figure 9c) agree very well with the measured dI/dV spectral
maps (Figure 9b) regarding both the lateral electron density
distribution and the relative peak intensities. The remarkable
agreement between theory and experiment is a clear indication that the physically relevant properties regarding confinement and scattering are well described by the simple model
of rectangular areas featuring a constant effective potential for
electron scattering. Consequently, creating a rich electronic
structure by a supramolecularly engineered complex nanoarchitectures of quantum corrals provides an intrinsically parallel method to impose novel electronic properties on entire
surfaces. Note that the controlled electron confinement can be
used to steer the organization of single (magnetic) atoms[14]
and potentially similarly of molecular species, and that very
recent results demonstrate tunable electron confinement
via the open honeycomb metal-organic networks described
above.[60]
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